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A NOTE ON BOUNDED VARIATION AND HEAT SEMIGROUP ON
RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

A. CARBONARO AND G. MAUCERI

In a recent paper Miranda Jr., Pallara, Paronetto and Preunkert have shown that the
classical De Giorgi's heat kernel characterisation of functions of bounded variation on
Euclidean space extends to Riemannian manifolds with Ricci curvature bounded from
below and which satisfy a uniform lower bound estimate on the volume of geodesic
balls of fixed radius. We give a shorter proof of the same result assuming only the
lower bound on the Ricci curvature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Functions of bounded variation in Rn have an important role in several classical prob-
lems of calculus of variations. Indeed a very important particular case of BV functions
are characteristic functions of sets with finite perimeter in the sense of Caccioppoli-De
Giorgi, the most natural class of sets where the isoperimetric problem can be formulated
and solved. More recently this class of functions has been the natural tool to study prob-
lems where discontinuity hypersurfaces appear as, for instance, in image segmentation
theory and fracture mechanics [1].

After earlier attempts by Tonelli and Cesari to generalise to several variables the
classical notion of bounded variation for functions of one variable, the modern theory
of BV functions was tied to distributions by the work of Fichera [5] and De Giorgi
[3, 4]. In particular De Giorgi's definition is based on a property of the heat semi-
group approximations {Ptu : t > 0} of a function u. Namely in [3, 4] he proved that if
u € L°°(Kn) then the limit

exists and is finite if and only the distributional gradient of u is an Rn-valued measure
Du with finite total variation \Du\. Moreover, if this is the case, then I{u) = \Du\ (W).
Notice that, if u is in Ll(Rn) then

(1.2) \Du\(R") = sap [J^udiv gdz : geCKE?;*?), ||s|L ^
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This last formula, first introduced by Miranda in [6], is now used to define BV functions,
and can be easily generalised to a Riemannian manifold M. It is natural to ask if the
equality

(1.3) |£»U|(M) ^ i m H d P ^

holds in this context, where the left hand side is defined by a Riemannian counterpart of
(1.2) (see (3.1) below) and in the right hand side d denotes exterior differentiation and
{Pt)t^o is the heat semigroup generated by the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M.

In a recent paper [7] Miranda Jr., Pallara, Paronetto and Preunkert proved that (1.3)
does indeed hold in a complete, connected Riemannian manifold satisfying the following
two geometric assumptions

(HI) the Ricci curvature is bounded from below;

(H2) the volume of geodesic balls of fixed radius has a positive lower bound
which does not depend on the centre.

Both assumptions are heavily used to obtain Gaussian estimates of the heat kernel and
its covariant derivative.

In this note we present a shorter proof of this result, which does not need assumption
(H2). Our proof avoids the use of Gaussian estimates of the heat kernel and is based on
some simple properties of the heat semigroup generated by the de Rham Laplacian on
differential forms • [2].

An example of a Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature bounded from below
which does not satisfy assumption (H2) is a warped product of d-dimensional Euclidean
space Rd with the 1-dimensional torus T, namely the manifold M = Rd xf T with the
metric ds2 = dx\ H + dx\ + f(x) dO2, where / is any smooth function on Rd which
coincides with e"'1' outside a compact neighbourhood of the origin.

2. NOTATION

Let M be a complete n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric
g, which we assume to be smooth. We shall consider functions on M and, more generally,
sections of the bundle A* of fc-forms on M. If x is a point in M we shall denote by (•,-)xthe
canonical inner product on A* induced by the metric and by |-|x the corresponding norm.
We shall use standard notation and concepts from the differential and integral calculus
on M, including the exterior derivative d, the gradient grad and the canonical measure
dV(x) = y/detg(x)dx. For 1 < p < oo we denote by V and ~LP the Lebesgue spaces
of functions and 1-forms, respectively, with respect to this measure. The divergence is
the formal adjoint of the the exterior derivative d, that is, the operator div mapping
k + 1-forms to fc-forms defined by

(2.1) / (divu,ri)xdV{x) = - / < « , dr,)xdV(x)
JM JM
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for all smooth k + 1-forms u> and all smooth A;-forms 77 with compact support.

The Laplace-Beltrami operator is the operator defined on smooth functions with
compact support by

(2.2) A / = - div d/

The de Rahm Laplacian is the operator defined on smooth forms with compact support

by

(2.3) Aw = - ( d i v d + ddiv)w.

Since M is complete, the operators A and A are essentially selfadjoint on L2 and on L2,
respectively (see [8, 2]). With an abuse of notation we denote by A and A their unique
selfadjoint extensions. We denote by (Pt)t>o and (Pt)t>o the heat semigroup generated
by A and A, respectively. The semigroup Pt is sub-Markovian. In particular Pt is a
contraction on LP for every p in [l,oo].

The following proposition is a special case of a result of Bakry [2, Proposition 1.7].

PROPOSITION 2 . 1 . Let M be a complete connected Riemannian manifold and
denote by T(M) the tangent bundle on M. If

RicpsT, X) > -K2 \X\ VX € T(M),

then

(i) | ^ t w ^ eKHPt M for all u € t 2 and all t> 0.

(ii) t t d/ = dPtf for all f € C f and all t ^ 0.

3. FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED VARIATION VIA HEAT KERNEL

Denote by rc(A*) the space of smooth fc-forms with compact support on M. Given
a real-valued function u in LX{M), following [7], we define the variation of u by

(3.1) \Du\ (M) = sup | f udivudV : u € T^A1), Hw^ <

We say that a function u in Ll(M) has bounded variation if \Du\ (M) < +oo. We denote
by BV(M) the space of all functions in Ll{M) with bounded variation.

LEMMA 3 . 1 . Denote by Fbd(A1) the space of all smooth bounded 1-forms with

bounded divergence. Then for every u in Ll (M)

\Du\ (M) = sup | / u&ivwdV : u€rbd(A
l), |HL ^ l} .

P R O O F : The right hand side is obviously larger than \Du\ (M). To prove the oppo-

site inequality pick a sequence (<pn) of functions in C%°(M) such that
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(a) 0 ^ 4>n ^ 1 for all x in M and all n in N;

(b) for every compact set K C M there exists TIR such that 4>n = 1 on K if
n ^ n#;

(c) ||grad (AnH^ -> 0 as n ->• oo.

Such a sequence exists on any complete Riemannian manifold by [9, Proposition 4.1]. If
u> e Fb^A1) we have that H^n^H^, < IMIo,, a n ( i

div(ui<j>n) = <j>n d i v w

Therefore, if a; € Tbd(A1) and 11̂ 11̂  < 1, by the dominated convergence theorem

/ udivudV = lim / udiv(<^nw)dVr < \Du\ (M).
JM " JM g

THEOREM 3 . 2 . Let M be a complete connected Riemannian manifolds with
Ricci curvature bounded from below. Then for every u in L1 (M)

|Du|(M) = li

PROOF: First we prove that

(3.2) \Du\ (M) ^ liminf ||dPtu||r

Indeed, if w € F(A1)C and II^H^ < 1 then, since Ptu converges to u in L1 when t tends
toO,

/ udiva;d^ = lim / Ptudivwd^ = -l im I (dPtu,uj)dV ^ liminf

by the dominated convergence theorem. This proves (3.2).
Next we prove that

(3.3) lim sup || dPtuHj ^ \Du\ (M).
t-+o

Let w be a form in F^A1) such that HwĤ  ̂  1. We claim that Ftw is in Fbd(A
1) and

l l w d ^ ^ eKlt. Indeed rtu is smooth, because the operator A is elliptic. Moreover,
by Proposition 2.1 ||~Pt ^{{^ ^ e*2'IMIoo- Fmally> s i n c e b o t n pt and Pt are self-adjoint,
part (ii) of Proposition 2.1 implies that div Ptu = Ptdivw. Thus

lldiv p \ " L = llPidivw^ ^ Hdivwl̂  < oo.

because Pt is sub-Markovian. This concludes the proof of the claim.
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Hence by Lemma 3.1 we have that

/ u div P t u) dV
JM

Therefore

\h(dPtu,u)dV
JM

L

Ptu divuidV

PtdivudV

M

Taking the supremum with respect to all ui in F^A1) with ||w|| ^ 1 in the left side, we

obtain

\\dPtu\\1£eK't\Du\{M).

Passing to the limit as t tends to 0 we get (3.3). Theorem 3.2 now follows by combining

(3.2) and (3.3). D
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